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Let Us Be the Answer

You have Genetec’s unified security platform, video surveillance, access 
control or license plate recognition system. The system meets your 
initial core requirements but now, you need it to do more.You might 
be looking for custom macros, specific reports, integration with a 
business system or security devices such as sensors, custom-designed 
interface for a mobile application or something even more precise. 
This is where Genetec can help. A custom development solution is 
the answer to your latest security objective. 

Get the Work Done

Genetec has dedicated design and development staff that act as an 
extension of our channel partner’s team. Based on your identified 
requirements and objectives, the custom developer builds your 
application through lightweight or custom workflows using Genetec’s 
software development kit (SDK). Together with our channel partner, 
our custom development team can also provide consultancy services 
when you are doing the work yourself. 

Even the most advanced and innovative security system cannot grasp the full scope of your 
business. That is why Genetec extends custom development expertise to our valued channel 
partners. We work with our channel partners to assess your requirements, help you establish 
long-term objectives and design customized solutions to address your evolving security needs.

Software Expertise to Meet 
Evolving Security Needs

See the Results

You are then able to work with a security solution that meets all  
your specific objectives and integrates with your business model, 
processes or infrastructure. You will realize efficiency gains, reduce 
your total cost of ownership and fully capitalize on your investment 
in an advanced security solution.

Custom development solutions expand on core product features 
to address your specific needs.  

Why Genetec’s Custom Development Solutions?

• Leverage security technology for efficiency gains and cost reductions
• Benefit from manufacturer talent and resources
• Rely on proven applications from solution experts
• Focus on your core competencies while we do the work

Custom Development Solutions

Automations Mobile Solutions

User Interfaces

Integrations

Applications

Your 
Genetec
Solution

Innovative Solutions 



Automated user tasks • Lockdown macro

• Double-swipe macro

• Snapshot macro

Enhanced security 
applications and processes

• Advanced reports

• Case management

• Advanced alarm and security 
scenarios, security workflow 
management

• Guard tour application

• Advanced mapping features

• Instant messaging

Sensor and detection  
system integration

• Radars

• IR systems

• Automatic identification  
system (AIS)

• Video analytics

Other system  
integration and  
interface development

• Point-of-sale (POS)

• Access control

• Alarm panel

• Public address

• Intercom terminals

• Client database

• Third-party information 
systems and databases

Mobile-specific solutions • Specific user interface

• Mobile in-vehicle client

• Mobile vehicle tracking  
on maps

• Geofencing

Custom Development Solutions

About Genetec

Genetec is a pioneer in the physical security and public safety industry and a global provider of world-class IP license plate recognition (LPR), video 
surveillance and access control solutions to markets such as transportation, education, retail, gaming, government and more. With sales offices and 
partnerships around the world, Genetec has established itself as the leader in innovative networked solutions by employing a high level of flexibility 
and forward-thinking principles into the development of its core technology and business solutions. Genetec’s corporate culture is an extension of 
these very same principles, encouraging a dynamic and innovative workforce that is dedicated to the development of cutting-edge solutions and to 
exceptional customer care. For more information, genetec.com.

2280 Alfred-Nobel Blvd., Suite 400, Montreal, QC, Canada  H4S 2A4    |    T 514.332.4000, F 514.332.1692    |    genetec.com    |    info@genetec.com

Make Custom Development Solutions Work for You

Your objectives may be straightforward or somewhat elaborate. 
Either way, Genetec teams up with our channel partners to deliver 
customized solutions designed to address your growing security and 
business requirements. Here are a few examples of what we can do:
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Some Success Stories

Regardless of your industries or business, you can benefit from 
custom development work to streamline processes and increase 
efficiency. Here are a few customer examples: 

Guard Tour Application
Our channel partner had a customer that needed a specific guard 
tour application. Security guards were required to tour the facility 
every hour and each tour needed to be monitored. Guards’ whereabouts 
also needed to be tracked at all times. For this project, the customers 
used the access control readers as the guard tour check points. Now, 
they can monitor the tour status on a map in the Security Center. 
An alarm is triggered if the checkpoint is not reached within a 
specific time interval.

Integrated Security System
Our channel partner had a customer who required three customized 
solutions. The customer used multiple client stations to drive multiple 
screens on a video wall. A monitor wall map application was 
developed to provide a layout of the video wall where operators can 
drag and drop Omnicast cameras in each tile of the wall. A double-
swipe macro was also developed to enable security guards to swipe 
their access card twice at some access control readers to trigger 
specific events. Custom Solutions also provided an integration with 
a third-party access control interface where access control alarms 
are sent to and acknowledged directly from Omnicast. 

There Are No Limits – Get Started Now

To request a quote or to get more information on specific custom 
solutions, please contact your Genetec channel partner. All involved 
parties will agree to the statement of work, terms and conditions, 
prior to the commencement of any work. 

Although you have gotten a glimpse of our custom development 
solutions, know it does not stop there. There are really no limits to 
the creativity and innovation in the applications and objectives that 
you need to implement. Our knowledgeable and talented team is 
ready to get to work and help you turn your ideas into time-saving, 
cost-cutting system capabilities. 



Key features 

Turnkey ACS solution embedded 
within the Genetec Streamvault  
Series 300 unified security appliance

Complete access control capabilities 
addressing both basic and advanced 
security needs

Native cardholder management, 
badge design, visitor management, 
and reporting

IP-enabled solution with PoE support 
for every door 

Seamless unification with the Genetec 
video management solution

AXIS A1001 continues to control 
access and log events even when 
disconnected from Synergis software 
and appliances

With the Genetec™ Streamvault™* turnkey appliance and Synergis™ IP  
access control software (ACS), you can network and manage all of your 
AXIS A1001 controllers from a single application, including cardholder  
and access rights management, visitor management, and more. 

In an industry that has traditionally offered proprietary end-to-end access 
control systems, Genetec and Axis bring you an offering with an open 
approach to access control. You no longer have to settle for proprietary 
software and hardware while you move to a solution that has been 
designed to leverage your IP network.

* AXIS A1001 can also be deployed with an off-the-shelf server

Product specifications

Genetec and Axis  
Access Control Solution 
An open and IP-ready offering that meets  
your everyday access control needs

Reasons to choose the Streamvault Series 300 appliance with Synergis IP ACS  
and the A1001 controllers

Up and running in less time – With Synergis embedded on the 
Genetec Streamvault Series 300 network security appliance, you 
can power up this device and start discovering and enrolling your 
A1001 controllers already connected to your network. This means 
you can start securing your organization in less time. 

Unify your access control and video security operations – 
Combine your AXIS A1001 door controller and IP cameras with the 
Genetec access control and video surveillance system, and deploy 
a truly unified platform that enhances your security operations 
and allows you to validate access control events and alarms with 
associated video.

Secure your organization with a future-proof solution – You can 
secure your people and assets and avoid the traditional approach 
of closed access control systems. Genetec and Axis do not lock 
you into a closed solution, ensuring that you do not suffer from the 
long term costs when proprietary components reach end of life.

Lower your installation costs with PoE to the door – The  
AXIS A1001 Network Door Controller is Power over Ethernet (PoE) 
enabled, allowing you to leverage the benefits of PoE on all your 
doors. When installed in the ceiling or near your door, all wiring 
and power is local to the A1001, thereby reducing your installation 
and labor costs.



Product specifications Genetec and Axis Access Control System

Specifications

Synergis - AXIS A1001 Architecture Overview

Synergis IP Access Control Solution

Embedded within the Genetec Streamvault Series 300  
Security Appliance

Manages all AXIS A1001 controllers over any IP network

Core Capabilities  

• Live ACS monitoring and alarm management

• Cardholder and access rights management 

• Badge design, printing, and issuance

• Full array of activity and maintenance reports

Advanced capabilities

• Unified with Genetec Video Management systems

• Multi-site and global cardholder management

• Centralized monitoring across multiple sites

AXIS A1001 Network Door Controller

Native IP controller

Connects to Synergis software over any IP network

Power over Ethernet (PoE)-enabled

Continues to control access when disconnected from Synergis 
hardware and software

1-2 doors per controller (2 readers)

6 inputs and 3 outputs

Supports up to 15,000 offline cardholders and 30,000 offline events

Allows the Streamvault Series 300 Security Appliance  
(with Synergis) to make all access control decisions

Reports offline events to Streamvault Series 300 Security Appliance 
(with Synergis)

UL 294 recognized

Plennum-rated, designed for wall or ceiling mounts

Dimensions: 45.5 x 180 x 180 mm (1.8 x 7.1 x 7.1 in)

Embedded on the Genetec Streamvault Series 300 Security Appliance, Synergis manages all AXIS A1001 door controllers over any IP network.

Unified Interface
IP Network

Streamvault Series 300 
Security Appliance

with Synergis IP ACS 
AXIS A1001 Modules
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© Genetec Inc., 2018. Genetec, Synergis, Streamvault and the Genetec Logo are trademarks of Genetec Inc., and 
may be registered or pending registration in several jurisdictions. Other trademarks used in this document may be 
trademarks of the manufacturers or vendors of the respective products.

Genetec Inc.
genetec.com/locations
info@genetec.com
@genetec



Genetec Security Center is a truly unified platform that 
blends IP video surveillance, access control, automatic license 
plate recognition, intrusion detection, and communications 
within one intuitive and modular solution. By taking advantage 
of a unified approach to security, your organization becomes 
more efficient, makes better decisions, and responds to 
situations and threats with greater confidence.  

Comprehensive unified security



Security Center benefits

Unified security and operations
Through unification of core security systems 

such as Omnicast™ video management, Synergis™ 
access control, and AutoVu™ automatic license 
plate recognition (ALPR), you achieve greater 

operational efficiency and heightened awareness 
of your security environment.

A consistent experience
From system configuration and management,  

to live monitoring, reporting, and mobile access, 
operators enjoy the same, intuitive user experience 

across your entire security system. This makes it 
easier to train new operators as they only need  

to learn to work on a single platform. 

Efficient deployment and maintenance
With a unified approach to security management, 

organizations experience real savings in deployment, 
maintenance, training, and day-to-day management 
of security. And, you avoid the compatibility issues 

typically faced with the integration of multiple 
independent products.

Flexible and scalable
Through its open architecture, you can enhance 

Security Center with Genetec modules and  
3rd party add-ons that suit your business’ changing 

needs. It seamlessly scales to hundreds of sites, 
and thousands of cameras, doors, intercom 

devices, and intrusion panels.

A clear path to the cloud
Extend the capabilities of your on-premises 

installation and reduce IT infrastructure costs with 
our cloud services. With Security Center SaaS 

edition, cloud archives, automated updates and 
health monitoring, your organization becomes 
more agile and less dependent on hardware.  

 Reliable and cybersecure
Have your system available whenever you need 

it. While built-in failover and redundancy work to 
safeguard system access and limit interruptions, 

advanced security mechanisms (encryption, 
authentication, authorization) protect privacy by 
preventing unauthorized access to sensitive data. 



 

ADD-ONS

 

Communications 
management

Intrusion
monitoring

Dynamic
graphical maps

Video
analytics

Privacy
protection

Web client

Mobile

Synergis™

IP Access Control
System (ACS)

AutoVu™

Automatic License Plate
Recognition (ALPR)

Omnicast™

IP Video Management
System (VMS)

ProtectionIdenti cation

E�ciencyVisualization

CORE SYSTEM

OPTIONAL MODULES

A single platform that evolves with you 

At the core of Security Center, you’ll find Omnicast, 
Synergis, and AutoVu, our solutions for video 
management, access control, and automatic 
license plate recognition (ALPR). Through an open 
architecture approach, you further strengthen your 
security by tapping into a suite of core modules, 

add-ons, and integrations with third-party security 
devices and systems. Unification not only provides 
greater awareness and control, but it also avoids 
the drawbacks of traditional security systems, 
such as limited connectivity between applications, 
compatibility issues, and complicated maintenance.

Security Center core systems

With Omnicast, organizations 
of any size have the ability to 
deploy a video surveillance 
system adapted to their needs. 
Supporting a wide range of 
IP cameras, it addresses the 
growing demand for HD video 
and analytics, all the while 
protecting individual privacy. 

Synergis heightens your 
organization’s physical security 
and increases your readiness to 
respond to threats. Supporting 
an ever-growing portfolio of 3rd 
party door control hardware 
and electronic locks, it allows 
you to leverage your existing 
investment in network and 
security equipment.

Deployed in both fixed and 
mobile installations, AutoVu 
automates license plate reading 
and identification. It allows 
you to extend your physical 
security into your parking lots 
and perimeter, so you are always 
aware of vehicles coming in and 
out of your facilities.
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A truly unified operator experience

Unlike integrated systems that simply connect 
a variety of security applications to share data, 
Security Center delivers an unparalleled unified 
operator and user experience. From a single 
monitoring application at their workstation or in 
a security operations control room, operators 

view the entire security environment. And, with 
information correlated before their eyes, they 
benefit from greater awareness and operational 
insights. This improves their decision-making  
and reaction time, augmenting the safety of  
your people and organization.

1  Multi-task view
Perform monitoring and reporting tasks in 
multiple tabs so you can instantly go back  
to the previous operation at hand.

 2   Interactive maps
Monitor your facilities with interactive maps 
that provide a dynamic view of all security 
cameras, doors, and alarms, with real-time 
events and status updates.

 3   Live cardholder verification
With all door activities associated with 
surrounding cameras, you authenticate  
cardholder identity (picture) against live  
or recorded video. 

 4   Embedded call management
Place a video call to another operator, 
or answer an incoming call from an 
intercom station, directly in the Security 
Center interface.

 5   Dynamic dashboard
Take action through an adaptive dashboard 
that automatically displays commands 
and controls associated with the currently 
selected camera, door, or area.

 4



Standalone
Deploy Security Center as a standalone access 

control, video management, or automatic license 
plate recognition solution. You can add core 

capabilities at your own pace, as it only requires a 
simple licensing change. 

Fully hosted  
With nothing to deploy, Security Center SaaS 

Edition is hosted in the cloud* and Genetec takes 
care of the software infrastructure.

*Omnicast not supported as a hosted version

Hybrid 
In a hybrid deployment model, Synergis and/or 

AutoVu are hosted in the cloud, and connect to an 
on-premises Omnicast video system. 

Unified
Deploy Security Center as a unified platform and 
enjoy the benefits of unified security. Get greater 

situational awareness, enhanced security, and 
newfound operational efficiency across all your 

security and operations staff.  

Flexible deployment options
There are several options for how and where you deploy Security Center. 

How you deploy. At the moment, if you’re only looking for a standalone access  
control or video system, you always have the flexibility to add video, access control,  
or ALPR capabilities at any time in the future without anything to re-install.  

Where you deploy. If you’re looking to move to the cloud, Security Center SaaS  
edition supports both Synergis and AutoVu hosted in the cloud. Should you only  
want to partially transition to the cloud, the solution lets you deploy some or  
all of your core components on-premises. 



Security Center key features

Multi-site monitoring & management 
Monitor real-time devices and information across 
all your security applications, and from both local 
and remote sites, within a single unified interface. 

Real-time map-based monitoring
Visualize your security environment with real-time 
dynamic maps. Navigate your facilities, monitor 
access control and ALPR events, view live or 
recorded video, and manage alarms, directly from 
your maps. 

Unified communications management
Extend your security with SIP-based 
communications. Manage incoming and outgoing 
calls with intercom devices and collaborate with 
colleagues through embedded audio and video calls. 

Consolidated, dynamic reporting
Streamline your investigations with unified custom 
reporting that you run across all your security 
systems and sites. Relying on graphs and dynamic 
charts, find insights to solve critical situations or 
simply improve your operations.

Centralized alarm management
Centralize alarm management across all your 
security systems. Operators view alarms in real-
time, respond, and acknowledge them whether 
they are triggered by the video, ACS, ALPR 
system, or from a 3rd party integrated solution.

Centralized user management
Implement a seamless SSO experience for your 
security operators. Security Center integrates 
with your identity management platform to 
automatically create and update users and groups.

Failover and redundancy
Count on the availability of your security system, 
cameras and video recordings, and access to your 
doors whenever you need them. Built-in failover 
and redundancy mechanisms protect against 
hardware failure or network interruptions. 

End-to-end data security and privacy
Protect your video and data with secure 
communications between clients, servers, and 
edge devices (cameras, door controllers). Security 
Center encrypts video in transit or at rest, and 
when exporting evidence.

Health monitoring
Receive real-time notification of system status and 
health-related events and generate statistics about 
the health of your system through a dedicated 
engine to help optimize system performance.

Mobile and web apps
Deploy mobile and web apps to your personnel’s 
devices so they stay connected at all times. View 
live and recorded video, control PTZ cameras, 
stream video from mobile devices, review access 
control events, unlock doors, and manage alarms 
on the go.

Customizable dashboards
Achieve a comprehensive view into the events 
happening on your premises and your system. 
Dashboards combine data, charts, histograms and 
devices from your entire security environment, and 
let you build a unique experience tailored to your 
day to day.



Unified security platform 
Fully embedded access control, video, and ALPR

Access to a wide ecosystem of IP devices and partner 
add-ons

Unified video analytics and privacy masking

High availability with built-in failover or 3rd party solutions

On-premises and cloud-based deployment options

Connected services (software and firmware updates, health 
monitoring)

Architecture
IP-based security platform

Distributed, client-server, multi-site architecture

Compatible with 3rd party virtualization solutions

Software Development Kit (SDK), Web API, and tools

Embedded health monitoring and reporting engines

Synchronize users with identity providers through OpenID 
Connect, SAML 2.0, or Microsoft Active Directory

Core modules
Real-time map-based monitoring (Plan Manager)

SIP-based communications (Sipelia™)

Unified security with intrusion panels

Unified video analytics and privacy protection (KiwiVision™) 

Thin client for everyday operations  
(Security Center web client)

Unified mobile applications for smart devices  
(Genetec mobile)

User experience and interface
Single task-based application for monitoring and reporting

Interactive map-based monitoring that supports geo-located 
maps, ArcGIS data and custom floor plans

Dynamic visual reporting with graphs, charts and histograms

Live dashboards combining reports, charts and live device data

Federation™

View remote, independent sites as a single system

Multi-site and -system monitoring & reporting for video, 
ACS, intrusion, and more

Global cardholder management (GCM)

Manage and update remote site settings from the central 
location

Run centralized reports across locations

Consolidated alarm management

Backward/forward compatibility between sites

Threat level management
Pre-define organizational threat levels and actions

Change behavior of system based on active threat level

Trigger actions across the platform, incl. video and ACS 

Change entire security system or specific areas & doors

Lock doors, restrict access or go into a full lockdown

Control PTZ cameras, change recording settings

Plan Manager (Dynamic Maps)
Real-time monitoring, command, and control on maps

View doors, cameras, intrusion panels, I/O zones 

Live object and entity state changes

Real-time event viewing and alarm management

Operate doors, PTZ cameras, intrusion areas, intercoms 

Connectivity over IP to GIS-based maps and ESRI maps

Import devices from AutoCAD floorplans

Vector (PDF) and raster (PNG, JPG), and KML import

ESRI ArcGIS maps support

Cybersecurity and privacy protection
Cybersecurity score widget with hardening checklist 

System partitioning to control what users can see

Extensive set of user-access privileges

End-to-end data, video, and communications encryption

Claims-based authentication and Active Directory 
Federation Services (ADFS) support

Camera firmware update notifications with firmware vault

Digital certificate support for Directory

Password strength meter

Partner add-ons
Elevator dispatch & building automation

Perimeter and fence protection, radar, laser systems

Intrusion systems, gunshot detection

Parking systems

Biometrics and 3rd party access control systems

Video analytics, face recognition, forensics search

Asset management and tracking, ID scanning

Comprehensive feature list



Security Center editions
Ownership model – perpetual or subscription

Choose to own your system through a perpetual license, or begin your move to a subscription-
based ownership model by deploying the SaaS edition of Security Center. Bring flexibility to your 
budget as you lower your upfront costs and only pay for what you use. 

● Included or supported        ○ Optional        *Federation host must be Enterprise. Federated sites can be Standard, Pro, or Enterprise.

Genetec Inc.
genetec.com/locations
info@genetec.com
@genetec

© 2020 Genetec Inc. All rights reserved. Genetec, Omnicast, Synergis, AutoVu, Sipelia, Federation and 
their respective logos are trademarks of Genetec Inc., and may be registered or pending registration in 
several jurisdictions. Other trademarks used in this document may be trademarks of the manufacturers 
or vendors of the respective products.

Editions Standard Pro Enterprise SaaS

Security Center (included in base) 

Client connections 5 5 5 5

Web client connections 5 5 5 5

Plan Manager basic ● ● ● ●

Alarm management ● ● ● ●

Advanced reporting ● ● ● ●

System partitioning ● ● ● ●

Entities (cams, readers, federated sites, intercoms) 16

Max. number of cameras 50 250 Unrestricted ●

Max. number of readers 64 256 Unrestricted ●

Security Center optional features

Max client connections 5 10 Unrestricted ●

Mobile app connections ○ ○ ○ 5 included

Sipelia comms management ○ ○ ○ ○

Intrusion monitoring ○ ○ ○

Threat levels ○ ○ ●

Active Directory ○ ○ ●

Federation-as-a-Service ●

Federation* ○ ●

Native archiver & directory failover ○ ●
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